Cart Assembly Instructions
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Use this sheet to guide you through assembly to ensure years of enjoyment. The features of this cart are
unmatched in the tennis industry. Tools needed: Vice-grip pliers or socket wrench.
STEP #1: Open the box in the spacious area you will assemble the unit and check that all parts are ready for
assembly.
#A
1 primary cart frame
#F
4 screw in wheels
#B
1 cart handle
#G
1 hopper hanger clip
#C
1 main cart basket
#H
1 small storage attachment
#D
2 bottom trays
#I
12 bolts and nuts
#E
1 basket lid
#J
Mesh basket divider
STEP #2: Turn the main frame of the cart upside down and screw in the 4 wheels. Tighten with pliers.
STEP #3: Assemble both trays by inserting and tightening the bolts and nuts into appropriate holes. Note that the
head of the screws should face the outside of the cart. Each tray uses 2 bolts.
STEP #4: Attach the main basket to top of frame. Use 4 bolts and point the head of each bolt upwards.
STEP #5: Attach the cart handle to top of frame. Use 4 bolts and point the head of each bolt pointing outwards.
The holes will line up but may need a little pressure to set them in the right position.
STEP #6: The lid, water bottle holder, and hopper hanger simple hook onto the cart. They can be used or not used
at your discretion. Generally, the water bottle holder is placed on the back side closest to the user when pushing
the cart. The hopper hanger is hooked into the front of the cart. And, the cart lid hangs flat on one side or the
other. Notice that the lid is extremely secure and can be locked easily (lock not included). To keep it handy when
using the cart just remove it and then hang it on a side of the cart so that it lays completely flat against the side
of the basket.
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FEATURES:
Wheels: Screw-in for maximum durability. Guaranteed not to pop off like other
carts.
Basket Height: Designed for ease of use since you will not have to bend over to
reach into basket like other carts.
Trays: Two trays for storage of training aids, sorting through balls, and other
supplies.
Water Bottle Holder: Convenient!
Hopper Hanger: Practical!
Removable Lid: Stores flat on either side of cart for maximum functionality.
Mesh Basket Divider: Velcros into place to divide foam and transition balls from
regular practice balls.
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